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To evaluate treatment 
with custom-made 
dynamic Knee Ankle 
Foot Orthosis (KAFO) 
and Ankle Foot Orthosis 
(AFO) in children with 
clubfoot. 

Twenty consecutively born 
children were included. 
Three-dimensional gait 
analysis (3DGA) at the age 
of 7 years and relapse and 
compliance reports were 
analyzed.  

No relapse during the orthosis 
period was observed. Relapse in 
need of surgery was observed in 
20% of the children. Good 
compliance was recorded. 3DGA 
showed no equinus or calcaneus 
gait and normal tibia and hip 
rotation. Increased plantarflexion at 
the initial contact and at the end of 
swing was observed in 16% of the 
feet and increased internal foot 
progression in 53%. Ankle power 
and moment were decreased. 
 

KAFO/AFO can be considered 
useful and effective alternatives 
for clubfoot treatment. Relapse 
frequency and level of gait 
deviations were similar to those 
in children treated with foot 
abduction orthosis reported in 
literature. 

To identify the 
relationships between 
measures of overall gait 
deviations, such as Gait 
Profile Score (GPS) and 
Gait Variable Score 
(GVS), and clinical 
assessments of children 
with clubfoot. 

Twenty children were 
evaluated at 7 years of age. 
GPS and GVS were 
calculated from 3DGA data. 
The Clubfoot Assessment 
Protocol (CAP) was used to 
assess the clinical status.  

Correlations were found between 
foot-related variables for the GVS 
and clinical assessments according 
to the CAP, and between clinically 
observed gait deviations according 
to the CAP item walking and GPS. 

GPS and GVS reflect gait 
deviations as observed 
clinically in children with 
clubfoot. Hence, GPS with GVS 
may be useful for clubfoot 
follow-up. 
 

To describe the 
development of foot 
length (FL) in children 
treated for clubfoot from 
2 to 7 years of age and 
to analyze foot growth in 
relation to relapse and 
motion quality. 
 

Seventy-two children were 
included. FL was measured 
every 6 months. Motion 
quality and relapses were 
assessed at the age of 7 
years. The contralateral feet 
from children with unilateral 
clubfoot were used as 
reference feet. 

Clubfeet were smaller than the 
reference feet at all ages but had a 
similar growth rate up to age 7 
years. Unilateral clubfoot with a 
larger difference in size relative to 
the contralateral foot at the first 
measurement relapsed more 
frequently, and this correlated with 
poorer motion quality.  
 

Clubfeet had the same growth 
rate as the reference feet. FL at 
the age of 2–2.5 years may be 
a prognostic tool for identifying 
relapse and poor motion quality 
at the age of 7 years. 

To evaluate the intra- 
and interrater reliability 
of the foot drawing 
method (FDM), which 
measures FL, foot 
rotation (FR), and 
combined foot and tibia 
rotation (FTR) in children 
with clubfoot 

Nineteen children with 
clubfoot, age 2.5–7 years 
being treated with the 
Ponseti method were 
included. Feet were 
measured twice on 1 
occasion by 2 raters. 
Systematic differences and 
limits of agreement (LoA) 
were calculated.  
 

No systematic differences were 
found. The LoA for FL was <6 mm 
and that for FR and FTR was <18°. 
The intra- and interrater differences 
were smaller in feet with lower 
degrees of rotation.  

The FDM is useful for clinical 
practice and research. 
However, the results of the foot 
and foot–tibia rotation analyses 
imply that caution is needed 
when interpreting changes in 
feet with high degrees of 
rotation. 



















 
 
 Clinical examination and motion quality assessment (CAP version 1.2) 
Name:      Date of birth: 
Date of assessment:     Assessment number: 
Side:    O Left  O Right 
 
Rating    0  1  2  3  4  
Passive mobility 
I. 
 1. Dorsiflexion    < -10°  -10°-< 0°  0°- < +10° +10°-  +20°  >+20° 
 2. Plantar flexion 0°- < 10° 10°- < 20° 20°-< 30° 30°- 40°   >40° 
 3. Varus/valgus  >20°var  20°- > 10°var 10°- > 0°var 0°- neutral  >0°vlg 
 4. Derotation  >20°inv  20°- > 10°inv 10°- > 0°inv 0°- 10°evr  >10°evr 
 5. Add/abd, ff  >20°add  20°- > 10°add 10°- > 0°add 0°- neutral  >0°abd 
II. 
 6. Flx.dig.long.  + reduced   reduced       normal    
 7. Flx.dig.hall.  + reduced   reduced       normal 
 
Muscle function 
 8. M. peroneus  absent/poor   reduced               normal 
 9.M. ext.dig.long absent/poor   reduced        normal   
 
 Morphology 
10. Tib.rotation  + inward    inward         normal 
11. Calcaneus pos. > 10° varus   10°- >0°varus   neutral/ vlg  
12. Forefoot pos.  > 20°add   20°- 10°add       <10° add        
13. Foot arch  + cavus/planus   cavus/planus        normal 
 
Motion quality 
I 
14. Running 2y  cannot  +deviant  deviant  ± deviant        normal 
15. Walking 2y  cannot  +deviant  deviant  ±.deviant        normal      
16. Toe walking 3y cannot  +deviant  deviant  ± deviant        normal 
17. Heel walking 3y cannot  +deviant  deviant  ± deviant        normal 
  
II 
18. 1- leg stand 4y cannot  +deviant  deviant  ± deviant        normal 
19. Hop 1 leg 4y  cannot  +deviant  deviant  ± deviant         normal  
 
Standard Questions    Specification motion quality 
Pain with activities: Never     Sometimes    Regular    Always    Intoeing  
Stiffness: Never     Sometimes    Regular    Always     Lateral loading 
Activity level of the child:  Low    Normal     High      No IC 
Shoe problems:  None     Regular    Always     Orthopaedics shoes     Deviant knee motion 
Leisure- time activities:     Limp 
Does your child experience specific problems in daily life activities    Decreased propulsion power 
such as in sports, cycling, playing and keeping up with peers:    Co-ordination problems 
Never     Sometimes    Regular    Always      
Specify problem(s):      
  
 
 
                
 
 
+ = pronounced / very, ± = slightly, var= varus, vlg= valgus, inver= inversion, evr= eversion, add= adduction, 
abd=abduction, inw= inward rotation, outw= outward rotation, flx= flexor, dig= digitorum, long= longus, hall= 
hallucis, ext= extensor, tib= tibial, calc= calcaneus, pos= position, y = years 
 
©hanneke andriesse2007 
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